Warner Hollywood Theatre, opened 1928 (date of photo), 2350 seats, closed
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INTRODUCTION

Grauman’s Chinese, opened 1927, 2200 seats. The world’s most famous historic theatre

The author, now long retired, visited Hollywood and Los Angeles on both business and as a tourist in the 1970s and 80s, viewing skyscrapers (then very few in LA), hotels and even toured a film studio, but never managed to view the engineering services in the many movie theatres.

Now, during the first months of the 2021 coronavirus pandemic lockdown, I have put together and have had privately printed just a few copies of this book containing some 60 behind-the-scenes photographs of the remains of engineering services and equipment in a few historic theatres. These services, in the largely redundant basement areas, now contain the rusting remains of air conditioning: fans, spray-type air washers, ductwork, refrigeration machines, boilers, pumps and electrical power-lighting panels. Some photographs include the modern replacement electrical panels.

Just a few of the featured movie theatres, dating from the 1920s, are still in use, some part-time, some closed, one demolished; over time a few have been converted to a nightclub, a church and one even to a jewellery store.

The photographs have been taken from the specialist websites losangelestheatres.blogspot with some additional pictures and information from cinematreasures.org, the latter having information on some 55,000 theatres (but not the engineering) across the world.

BMR, Budleigh Salterton, 2021.
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Wiltern Theatre (once Warner Theatre) in the mid-1930s. Opened 1931, 1850 seats. Originally evaporative spray washer cooling system, refrigeration added in 1984
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